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What is CSIP? - We are a growing community that connects individuals, teams and projects across
health and care in the areas of innovation, quality improvement and patient safety. We currently have
over 420 members across Wessex. CSIP is supported by the Wessex Patient Safety Collaborative
(PSC).
What is Wessex PSC? - We work with individuals, teams and organisations to increase capability
around safety improvement. We offer engagement in a series of projects and events targeting local and
national areas of safety priority. We do this in partnership with patients and we encourage networking
and sharing to support the spread of good practice across Wessex.

Focus Topic

Martin Davies works with Wessex PSC (and other organisations) as a Patient Partner and attended the recent
Patient First conference in November as part of the PSC team. Here are his reflections on the experience:
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"This is the first health conference I have been to and I found it filled with passionate people that wanted to
improve healthcare outcomes for us the patients or in healthcare speak "service users" (which I find not very
friendly). Tuesday set the scene for me with both Tracy and Geoff (PSC) speaking in the Best Practice
Theatre. Geoff partnered with Interserve who have put PSC learning into practice and were rewarded with an
Interserve award. More importantly Andrew and Tracy (from Interserve) had improved patient outcomes which
they made clear to me when I spoke with them after their presentation.
I spent the rest of Tuesday
visiting the various stands in the
hall and speaking to numerous
people, some of them I knew
from

my

involvement

with

WAHSN, Dorset CCG and also
my

involvement

England
Care.

Adult

with

NHS
Critical

They were pleased to

speak to a patient and I was
keen to share my thoughts.

On Wednesday I went to 5 presentations including the new Investigation Branch, Quality Improvement, Patient
Safety, Improving Quality in Primary Care and last but not least Sepsis Management. It was very good to hear
about the work underway and being planned. It was also interesting to compare presentational styles; one
was done at a very brisk pace by a very inspirational chap, although he spoke in terms that I didn’t
comprehend very well, unlike a different speaker who was so much easier to listen to and had more
compassion and care for the patient, in my humble opinion.
There was a lot of openness about the health service and how it was going to improve the outcomes for the
patient, gone are the days where the senior healthcare professionals can’t be challenged in thoughtful ways by
us the patients. It was so good for me to put something back into the NHS given that I have been given a
second chance and am still receiving such good care by DCH and my brilliant GP. Thank you for allowing me
to play a small part within WAHSN by being a Patient Partner".
Martin can be contacted via the Wessex PSC at patient.safety@wessexahsn.net

Wessex News
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What is a Spotlight? An opportunity for local staff to highlight their
Quality Improvement/Patient Safety work and share the learning.
Call for Spotlight articles Email your article to us (up to 250 words) at
patient.safety@wessexahsn.net and feel free to include links to further
information and visuals.
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Final outcomes from making the region's GP
surgeries Dementia Friendly now live
The dementia friendly primary care ‘iSPACE’ project was
introduced into GP practices across Wessex as an
innovative, cost-effective solution to enhance services for
people with dementia. We are now proud to present the final
report of the impact the project has had across the region,
and most importantly, how it has helped improved the lives of
patients and their carers.
You can also read more about the project here, and access
free resources here.

The Leadership Evaluation Collaboratory promotes learning and experimentation around different
frameworks and approaches to evaluating leadership development and organisational change. Its aim is to
support the development of evaluative capacity amongst professionals who work in complex environments,
where multiple-stakeholders collaborate across boundaries in order to address systemic ‘wicked’ issues and
where ‘outcomes’ may not be readily discernible.
Click here to register or for any queries contact the programme administrator simon.leake@uwe.ac.uk

The Patient Safety Awards are a fabulous celebration of the good work being done every day in the NHS to
improve care for patients and reduce harm. Each award is independently judged by some of the biggest
names in healthcare improvement who select the very best projects which are celebrated at the glittering
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All of this years categories can be viewed here
If you are interested in submitting an entry to showcase your Improvement work in asociation with the PSC,
please contact geoff.cooper@wessexahsn.net

Evening Event – Thursday 1 February 2018 (17.45 – 20.00); Speaker - Dr Suzette Woodward, National
Campaign Director (Sign up to Safety) & our Showcase Slots (Southern House, Otterbourne)
The workshop will share the emerging approach from the Sign up to Safety campaign based on the latest
thinking on patient safety, together with their learning from the last three years working within the NHS helping
people think about what they can do to work safely in a busy, complex and often chaotic environment.
Healthcare is always about relationships and those relationships are completely dependent upon people being
able to talk to each other. The Sign up to Safety team’s mission is to restore the balance, provide real support
and help people with vital skills in communication. They also want to do it with kindness.
For more details and to secure your place please book via our Eventbrite booking page

2 day Human Factors ‘Assuring Safer Care’ course 20 April & 24 May 2018
This two day course covers the reasons why information exchange, shared mental models, collaborative
decision making and new models of distributive leadership are key to facilitating appropriate prioritisation and
delegation of patient care.
Click here for more details and bookings can be made via the online booking tool.

This

is

the

symposium

third
for

evaluation

the

Happy,

Healthy, at Home vanguard in
the North East Hampshire and
Farnham area.

Click here for more info/to book and contact nadia.kuftinoff@wessexahsn.net if you have any questions.

National News
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A Practical Guide to improving the reliability of patient
observations and ensuring quality of care to reduce
failure to rescue acutely ill patients on the wards
Geoff Cooper from Wessex PSC will be speaking at the
Event about some of the great work taking place across
Wessex around:
• Recognizing and responding to the deteriorating patient:
driving improvement across the Region
• Standardising language and practice within and between
healthcare organisations
• Developing soft signs of Deterioration
• Lessons from a Regional Deterioration and Sepsis Network
• Working with Patient / Carer Partners to improve outcomes
for patients
Members of CSIP and staff across Wessex can obtain a 20%
discount on the delegate rate of £365 +vat by quoting
reference ‘hcuk20spk’ when booking.
Click here to view more information/download the brochure.

Pampers' TV & social media campaign
aims to say thank you to UK's midwives.
Their festive ad goes inside the maternity
wards at the Princess Anne Hospital in
Southampton and New Forest Birth Centre.
More information on the campaign can be
found here.
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Preventing Hospital Associated
Deconditioning & Improving
Patient Outcomes
The National Conference will take place in
London on Monday 29 January 2018 and will
take a case study focused approach to getting
patients up, dressed and moving through learning
from

organisations

implemented

that

have

#EndPJparalysis

successfully
in

practice,

bringing the #last1000days and #Red2Green to
life.
For the full programme and speaker line-up
download the brochure and click here to
register or contact Jayne@hc-uk.org.uk

New eLearning programme
NHS Improvement have been
working closely with HEE and
eLearning for Health to develop
and

produce

programme

to

an

eLearning

address

the

knowledge gaps identified as
part of the Atain (Avoiding Term
Admissions Into Neonatal units)
programme.

They are thrilled to announce that following the launch by the Secretary of State, the website is all set up,
sessions are live and users now have instructions on how to access the nine modules.

The team at Liberating Structures will be hosting a special workshop
for Q members on Thursday 8 March 2018 at the Health Foundation
offices in London.
Click here for more information. This event is for Q members only. If
you are a Q member please log in to see booking information.
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Cancer workforce plan released at Britain
Against Cancer conference
Health Education England, in partnership with NHS England,
has published a Cancer Workforce Plan at Macmillan’s
Britain Against Cancer conference. It outlines the approach
needed to ensure the NHS has the right number of skilled
staff who can provide high quality care and services to cancer
patients. As well as focusing on areas to prioritise to help
develop the workforce, the plan also offers advice on how to
retain staff who already deliver much needed care and
support to cancer patients and their families. The workforce
plan is aimed at delivering the ambitions set out in the NHS
Independent Cancer Taskforce Five Year Strategy for Cancer

Wessex PSC Events

Patient Safety Collaborative upcoming events
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This email has been sent on behalf of:
Robert Payne (patient.safety@wessexahsn.net) - CSIP Project Lead, PSC
Geoff Cooper (Geoff.cooper@wessexahsn.net) - Programme Manager, PSC
Lesley Mackenzie (lesley.mackenzie@wessexahsn.net) - Programme Manager, PSC
Tracy Broom (Tracy.broom@wessexahsn.net) - Associate Director, PSC
Contact us:
@tracyPSC

@wessexPSC

@wessexAHSN

Come and look at the PSC projects:
wessexahsn.org.uk/programmes/21/patient-safetycollaborative
Our mailing address is:
Innovation Centre, 2 Venture Road,Chilworth, Southampton, SO16 7NP
Copyright © 2016 Wessex AHSN Ltd, All rights reserved.
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